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Can’t analytically calculate these matrix elements from first principles of QCD

Approach: Infer PDFs from experiment or lattice observables
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Motivation

Global analysis: direct “apples to apples” comparison of lattice and 
experimental results for PDFs

Goals: 

1) Understand discrepancy in ത𝑢, ҧ𝑑 asymmetry 

Experiment: ത𝑢 < ҧ𝑑 (NMC, NA51, E866)

Lattice: ҧ𝑑 < ത𝑢 (ETMC) 

2) How much does lattice data further constrain fits?
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PDFs from the lattice

Can access PDFs from lattice observables using:

1) Quasi-PDFs                      Ji 2013

2) Pseudo-PDFs                    Radyushkin 2017

3) Lattice cross sections        Qiu 2018
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We focus on this approach
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Quasi-PDFs to light cone PDFs
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Matching kernel
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𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑞 𝑥 Θ 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1 − ത𝑞(−𝑥)Θ −1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0

+ if polarized PDF



Global fits
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Understanding lattice data: z cuts
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Understanding lattice data: varying ത𝑢, ҧ𝑑
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ത𝑢 → 𝛼ത𝑢
ҧ𝑑 → ҧ𝑑/𝛼



Summary

1) We compare PDF fits using ETMC lattice data and experimental 
data within the same global analysis framework

2) Polarized PDFs have greater agreement between lattice and
experiment than unpolarized PDFs

3) Polarized lattice data has a greater impact on combined fits than 
unpolarized latticed data

4) Lattice data needs tighter error bars particularly at large z
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Questions?
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